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Energy Efficiency, Human Behavior, and Economic Growth:
Challenges to Cutting Energy Demand to Sustainable Levels
Tilman Santarius*
Visiting Scholar, Institute of European Studies and Energy and Resources Group, University of California, Berkeley,
310 Barrows Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720-3050
Abstract. Increasing energy efficiency in households, transportation, industries, and services is an important strategy to
reduce energy service demand to levels that allow the steep reduction of greenhouse gases, and a full fledged switch of
energy systems to a renewable basis. Yet, technological efficiency improvements may generate so-called rebound effects,
which may ‘eat up’ parts of the technical savings potential. This article provides a comprehensive review of existing
research on these effects, raises critiques, and points out open questions. It introduces micro-economic rebound effect and
suggests extending consumer-side analysis to incorporate potential ‘psychological rebound effects.’ It then discusses
meso-economic rebound effects, i.e. producer-side and market-level rebounds, which so far have achieved little attention
in the literature. Finally, the article critically reviews evidence for macro-economic rebound effects as energy efficiencyinduced economic growth impacts. For all three categories, the article summarizes assessments of their potential
quantitative scope, while pointing out remaining methodological weaknesses and open questions. As a rough “rule of
thumb”, in the long term and on gross average, only half the technical savings potential of across-the-board efficiency
improvements may actually be achieved in the real world. Policies that aim at cutting energy service demand to
sustainable levels are well advised to take due note of detrimental behavioral and economic growth impacts, and should
foster policies and measures that can contain them.
Keywords: energy and human behavior, consumption growth, rebound effect.

INTRODUCTION
It is now widely agreed across the scientific and political spectrum that modern industrialized societies must shift
their energy systems from a fossil to a renewable basis, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by about 80% to 90%
until 2050, compared to 1990 levels [1]. In order to realize this tremendous challenge in a cost-effective manner, it is
an important strategy to raise energy efficiency across the board of the entire economy—from household heating and
cooling, electrical appliances, personal and commercial transportation, to industrial processes. In fact, various
scenarios anticipate that taking full advantage of technological energy efficiency potentials may cut energy service
demand by 50% to 70% compared to business-as-usual, which would much facilitate the transition to renewable
energies and the achievement of emissions reduction targets (see, e.g., [1] [2]; [3]; [4]; for the European Union:[5];
[6]).
Yet debate remains about whether it is realistic to assume full realization of technical efficiency potentials in the
real world. Most notably, human behavior as well as economic growth may increase energy service demand and
hence ‘eat up’ parts of the technical savings potential. This effect is called a ‘rebound effect’. Rebound effects occur
if a reduction of inputs per unit of output (efficiency) generates an absolute increase in output. It is well understood
in both economics and the wider public that the principle of ‘economic optimization’ can be achieved either by
minimizing the inputs per unit of output, or by maximizing the output at given inputs. Hence there is little doubt that
any productivity improvement of the economy would lead to overall economic growth, and hence overall production
and demand. Yet in the field of energy economics and politics, the rebound effect remains a matter of recurrent and
ambiguous debate, both in scientific and in public debates.
Estimates on the overall quantitative dimension of rebound effects are extremely heterogeneous. At one end of
the spectrum, it is stated, “most of the economic growth of our Western civilization in the past 200 years stems from
the rebound effect”([7], p 233). In a similar vein, other rebound researchers believe that improvements in energy
conversion technologies would contribute to increasing economy-wide energy demand over and above the initial
level—a phenomenon that is known as backfire (e.g. [8], [9], [10], [11]; etc.). At the other end of the spectrum, it is
stated, “the concept of a nontrivial rebound (...) is without basis in either theory or experience. It is, I believe, now
widely accepted to be a fallacy...” ([12], p 161; similarly, and more recently, [13]). Other authors who do not deny
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the rebound effect in principle estimate that its practical significance is low (e.g. [14]; [15]; [16]). It is clear that
clarification of these different assessments is of great importance to research as well as to political design of a
transformation of energy systems.
This article reviews theory and empirical evidence of rebound effects in the literature, attempts to identify
deficiencies and blind spots in current rebound research, and suggests how rebound effects can be better understood,
and eventually calculated, in the future. So far, two research strands can be distinguished: Micro-economic rebound
effects describe the relationship between efficiency improvements and energy demand at the level of consumers and
households. Therefore, in the following, micro-economic rebound effects are mainly considered as consumer-side
rebounds. On the other hand, macro-economic rebound effects describe the relationship between energy efficiency
improvements, and overall economic growth and energy demand. These rebound effects are therefore understood as
energy efficiency-induced economic growth-effects. They are to be clearly distinguished from other factors and
determinants of overall economic growth, such as improvements in labor or capital productivity. Besides critically
reviewing findings from both these research strands, this article proposes that rebound effects at the ‘meso-economic
level’, ie, producer-side-rebounds and energy price-rebounds, should be at the center of future rebound analysis, too.

CONSUMER-SIDE REBOUND EFFECTS
The debate on micro-economic rebound effects was kicked off in the 1980s by Khazzoom [17, 18]. Already in
his first publication, Khazzoom points out that energy efficiency improvements may reduce the costs of running
energy-using goods and services. If that is the case, by buying an energy-efficient technology, consumers can
effectively increase their net income. This income effect can be used either to increase the utilization rate, the stock,
or the comfort of the respective goods and services, which increases overall energy demand. This is called a ‘direct
rebound effect’.
However, Khazzoom admitted that any real income does not necessarily have to be spent in its entirety to
increase demand of the respective goods and services. It is also conceivable that people use their extra income for
the purchase, or intensified use, of other goods and services, including the procurement of additional efficiency
technologies for saving energy elsewhere. However, this then generates so-called ‘indirect rebound effects’. For the
production and use of virtually every kind of good or service generates some amount of energy consumption. Hence
Khazzoom has postulated that the price elasticities of demand are the decisive criteria for both the general
appearance as well as the scope of direct rebound effects ([17], p 22).
The greater the price elasticity of demand, the more will consumers change their energy service demand when
the energy price or utilization costs are reduced. For rebound effects, this means: at no price elasticity, no direct
rebound effects will occur; at a price elasticity 0<e<1, direct rebounds below 100% occur, at elasticities e>1,
backfire occurs. This relationship was confirmed by a large number of publications (e.g. [18], [19], [20], [21], etc.).
Note that rebound effects are always measured as the percentage of the theoretical, technical savings potential that
has been ‘eaten up’ by increased demand.
In addition to the increase in demand due to income effects, any reduction in costs can also bring about a
substitution of other products and services by those more efficient. Such substitution effects may also be expected if
there is no absolute income effect. For example, if driving a car with a given MPG initially is more expensive than
traveling by public transportation, an efficiency improvement can make car travels cheaper compared to public
transportation, which will lead to a substitution of public transportation journeys by car journeys — even if capital
costs for purchasing the more efficient car were high and prevent an overall income effect to occur. Accordingly,
indirect rebound effects depend on substitution and cross-price elasticities.

Scope of Consumer-side Rebound Effects
In the past 30 years, several dozen empirical studies have been published that compute the quantitative extent of
micro-economic rebound effects in different sectors using econometric models or historical data series. The
overwhelming number of studies refers to industrialized countries. Five meta-analyses provide an overview and an
evaluation of the numerous individual empirical studies [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]). These studies cautiously
extrapolate that direct rebound effects at the level of consumers/households on average amount to about 25% [25] or
range between 10% and 30% [24], with levels probably closer to 10% for personal automotive transportation
particularly in the USA, and levels around 20% and 30% for personal automotive transportation in other countries,
as well as space heating and space cooling (see Table 1) This means that direct rebound effects on average nullify
about 10% to 30% of the technical efficiency savings potential.
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TABLE 1: Overview of economic estimates of direct consumer-side rebound effects Sources: [26], [21], [22], [23], [21], [25]

Sector / energy service

Range of results

Personal transportation

5 – 87%

Household illumination

5 – 12 %

Space heating

1 – 60%

Space cooling

0 – 50%

Water heating

10 – 40%

Others (e.g., household appliances)

0 – 49%

In addition, the consumption of any kinds of other goods from real income gains will on average amount to
indirect rebound effects. Assuming a) that households on average spend between 5% and 10% of their total
expenditures on energy, and b) that households spend any income gains equally on their existing consumer portfolio,
such income effects will generate indirect rebounds in the order of 5% to 10%, respectively (see also [14], [24]).

Elasticities and Rational Choice in the Real World
As described above, both theoretical as well as most empirical studies use elasticities as the key variables for
explaining and calculating rebound effects. On closer inspection, empirical estimates on the basis of price and
substitution elasticities should be treated carefully. First, much of the knowledge about elasticities, particularly for
older rebound studies from the 1980s and 1990s, has been derived at times of historically low energy prices. It
seems likely that at times of rising energy prices, elasticities may change significantly. Secondly, empirical studies
usually assume that elasticities are symmetrical. Yet in reality they will often be rather asymmetrical. For example,
consumers might react with a stronger decrease of demand when energy prices increase, e.g., fuel prices at the petrol
station, while they might react with less strong an increase of demand when energy costs decrease, e.g. after the
purchase of a more efficient car [25]. However, one study on rebounds in the transport sector in Germany considered
asymmetrical elasticities and arrives at high rebounds, nevertheless [26].
Thirdly, it is unlikely that elasticities in reality will be uniform for all consumers and remain constant over time.
For example, they can vary with the financial strength of users: consumers of lower income groups may react more
strongly to cost-cutting efficiency increases with an increase in demand, than consumers of higher income groups,
who have already met their needs [27]. That means, as overall income rises, the amount of direct rebound effects is
likely to decrease. In addition, consumption of certain products or services can approach points of saturation;
accordingly, the scope of direct rebound effects would decline [28], [14]). However, elasticities can also grow in the
long run, because the horizon of possible policy options for consumers constantly increases [18]. For instance, a
person who commutes to work every day may not immediately drive more when he/she buys a more efficient car.
Yet once cost savings for commuting are significant, this person may consider moving further away from the
workplace, which instantaneously changes the elasticity of demand.
Given these arguments, it is but a broad-brushed assumption that elasticities in reality are steady and constant.
Constant elasticities also imply complete reversibility of investments at all times, which will rarely be given in
reality. In particular, energy-intensive technologies such as cars, house heating systems, or building insulation are
marked by a high degree of irreversibility—at least in the short and medium term; consumers are not going to
demolish their low-energy homes because energy prices plummeted. Research needs to be conducted that
systematically investigates potential combinations of income and substitution elasticities on a product-, user- ,
price-, and time-specific basis. Overall, the above-mentioned critiques suggest that elasticity-based calculations
rather overestimate the scope of direct rebound effects.
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Technological Change and Consumer Preferences
At the same time, a more robust determination of direct rebound effects requires to better understand consumer
preferences and behavior. For one, efficiency improvements cannot only reduce the energy consumed per unit, but
also of other factors such as time or money. For example, Binswanger [20], Jalas [29] and Santarius [30] show that
energy efficiency improvements that save consumer’s time can generate large rebound effects—in particular where
time as a ‘household production factor’ is scarcer than money.
Moreover, efficiency improvements can alter not only the technical characteristics of a product, but also its
symbolic or social value. And as the symbolic value of products changes, this in turn can alter consumer preferences.
When technical efficiency improvements bring about an increased demand of energy that has been triggered by a
change in consumer preferences, this can be termed a ‘psychological rebound effect’. For example, demand for
efficient products could be greater than for their conventional predecessors, because they are perceived as more
environmentally friendly, and are less subject to social stigmatization. As micro-economic rebound research treats
consumer preferences and elasticities as exogenous, and so far has not taken into account that technical efficiency
improvements may trigger consumer preferences changes, elasticity-based calculations may also underestimate the
scope of direct rebound effects.
Yet the assumptions of the models and methodologies chosen to a large extent determine the scope of rebound
effects. This explains the polarized debate about the significance and actual scope of rebound effects. On the one
side, ‘rebound supporters’—among them mostly economists—tend to assume that consumers conform to the idea of
‘homo oeconomicus’, for whom needs (or wishes) are insatiable, means ever scarce and therefore, the satisfaction of
preferences is always determined by a cost-benefit analysis. Under these assumptions, any financial benefits from
energy efficiency improvements will eventually be reinvested in increased demand, which means that rebound
effects are generally large. On the other side, ‘rebound skeptics’ – among them often natural scientists and engineers
—tend to assume that consumers prefer certain kinds of energy services, that these preferences remain more or less
constant over time, and therefore, that they can either be satisfied with more efficient or less efficient technologies.
In this view, energy efficiency improvements directly transfer into absolute reductions of energy use, and hence
rebounds are considered small if not negligible. Both sides obviously operate with too broad-brushed assumptions
about human behavior.
The exploration of consumer-side rebound effects on the basis of a more elaborate understanding of human
behavior is still in its infancy. Girod and de Haan [31] are the first to suggest psychological rebound effects, which
they term ‘mental rebounds’. Otto, Kaiser, and Arnold [70] discuss psychological rebounds, but neither analyze how
they evolve nor suggest a theoretical framework to do so. Peters et al. [32] suggest a theoretical framework to
empirically analyzing psychological rebounds. In addition, Peters, Sonnberger, and Deuschle [33] have conducted
focus groups on psychological rebounds with the general public in Germany. Santarius and Soland [34] are the first
to move psychological and behavioral science theory forward into an approach to psychological rebound effects and
a comprehensive rebound typology that integrates both economic and behavioral science explanations of potential
rebound effects.
Santarius and Soland’s psychological rebound theory, among others, also explains how technological efficiency
improvements may alter consumer preferences in such a way that consumers actually reduce their energy service
demand beyond the savings potential of the technology. Hence technological efficiency improvements may also
generate ‘negative rebound effects’, which are beneficial to the goal of saving energy (see also[35]). However, such
beneficial effects are due to specific conditions of individual behavior, such as strong environmental values and an
intrinsic motivation to preserve energy. Hence beneficial effects should not be anticipated as a large-scale societal
effect triggered by the introduction of more efficient technologies. At the same time, Santarius and Soland’s
psychological rebound theory explains how the purchase and usage of more efficient technologies may alter the
attitude towards using technologies, and reduce feelings of responsibility when using them, in a way that generates
rebound effects larger than anticipated by micro-economic calculations, which assume unchanged consumer
preferences, ie., static elasticities. Empirical evidence on psychological rebound effects yet waits to be generated in
order to decide whether elasticity-based, micro-economic calculations really underestimate the scope of direct
consumer-side rebound effects—and if so, to what extent.

MESO-ECONOMIC REBOUND EFFECTS
Besides these consumer-related micro-economic rebounds, there are several producer-side and market-level
rebound effects, which may be ascribed to the meso-economic level. Producer-side rebound effects have not been
sufficiently investigated so far (for a beginning only, see [25], [23], [36], [37]). Yet the overall dimension of these
rebound effects could be significant, since roughly two thirds of global energy is used in the production process, and
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only about one third during consumption. Although the level of the single firm can still be considered a microeconomic unit, historically micro-economic rebound research has only investigated consumer- or household-related
rebounds. This article intends to start filling the research gap by investigating producer-side rebound effects that
range from the level of the firm up to the level of a sector or market.

Reasons for Producer-side Rebounds
Five reasons can be identified why companies may demand more energy after an energy efficiency increase. First
of all, investments in efficiency technologies necessarily increase demand for energy in order to produce such
technologies. This energy use is termed ‘grey energy’ because it is ‘embodied’ in the efficiency technologies. The
associated increased demand may be called an ‘embodied energy effect’ and can adequately be calculated on
grounds of sector- and product-specific life-cycle assessments.
Two other reasons can be explained in terms of an income effect. They rest on the assumption that companies
generate extra profit after having invested in an energy efficiency increase. For example, a firm can use the
additional profit arising from an efficiency-boosting measure to expand production of the same product; this is
equivalent to a direct rebound effect at the consumer level, yet here comes as an expansion of production.
Alternatively, a company can use its increased profits to invest in new products and services; this is equivalent to an
indirect rebound in the form of diversification of the product palette. In this case the production costs saved as a
result of the improved efficiency of the production process for Good 1 are not used to produce more of Good 1 and
sell it more cheaply; instead the money ‘cross-subsidizes’ production of another product, Good 2. This makes sense
if, for example, the market for Good 1 is considered to be saturated, or if Good 2 is expected to yield a higher profit
margin.
Another reason can be explained in terms of the substitution effect. In contrast to consumer-side rebounds that
may rest on the substitution of end-use products, companies can substitute factor inputs in the production process.
Most commonly, companies will make use of energy-efficiency increases to substitute labor through energy (and
capital), e.g. through increased mechanization, automation, or digitalization. However, all economic inputs may
partially be replaced by energy. For instance, in the case of steel production, the replacement of capital- and energyintensive blast furnaces through electric arc furnaces not only increased energy but also capital productivity [11].
Likewise, other material resources, time, or space may be saved through increased energy use, as the example of
just-in-time logistics shows, which has accelerated delivery times while reducing storage capacity and warehousing.
Finally, in addition to these effects as variants of the income and substitution effect on the production side, firms
can also generate a rebound effect if expected cost savings for consumers lead them to invest in redesigning the
original product, perhaps to improve its convenience. In this case companies are not acting in response to a
production-side effect but in anticipation of a consumption-side income effect; more precisely, by redesigning the
product, they are exploiting the anticipated income effect on the consumer side ex ante. In the past, for example,
improvements in the efficiency of engine technology have seldom been used to produce cars that consume less fuel;
instead, manufacturers have focused on marketing cars that have the same gas mileage but are heavier, faster and
more powerful. The fuel consumption figures of the classic 1955 VW Beetle, which uses 7.5 liters of petrol per 100
kilometers, and the modern 2005 Beetle, which uses 7.1 liters over the same distance, are almost identical. But while
the earlier model, which had a 30hp engine and reached a top speed of 110km/h, weighed just 730kg, the later one
has a 75hp engine, a top speed of 160km/h and various additional features such as air conditioning; it weighs in at
around 1,200kg [30].

Energy Price Effects
If a large number of individual actors in the market enhance their energy efficiency collectively, this may impact
overall energy prices. The interaction of supply and demand ensures that lower prices for energy incentivize
increased demand. In this manner, energy price effects of efficiency improvements can elicit a rebound effect.
Energy price effects can arise in various markets, such as those for electricity (power), motor fuel (petrol, diesel),
heating oil, coal and lignite, and gas. In the past the prices of the various energy carriers have often been linked, so
that price effects in one market are transferred to the market for other energy carriers and then exert a combined
effect at the economy-wide level.
As noted by Borenstein [37], the quantity of energy price effects depend on elasticities of supply and demand,
with inelastic demand or elastic supply resulting in less rebound effects and elastic demand or inelastic supply
resulting in larger rebounds. Usually, supply has been rather inelastic in oil markets while more elastic in gas, coal
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and electricity markets. Therefore, high energy price effects are particularly probable in oil markets as well as
secondary markets which largely depend on oil prices but face high demand elasticities from consumers.
The energy price effect tends in the same direction as the income effect at individual level, but a clear distinction
should be made between the two. In the case of the income effect, rebound effects occur because the initial reduction
in people’s consumption of an energy resource that results from an efficiency improvement reduces the cost of
energy to individuals and hence creates an incentive to express more demand for energy — even if the price of
energy remains unchanged. The energy price effect creates an additional incentive to increase demand if the reduced
price of an energy resource reduces the cost of a particular level of energy consumption. For example, the income
effect means that petrol costs fall by 50% when a driver switches from a car that runs, say, 20 miles per gallon
(MPG) to one that runs 40 MPG. This releases money for increased energy use — whether for additional journeys or
for other energy-consuming goods and services. Moreover, an energy price effect can also occur if there is broadscale replacement of 20 MPG vehicles by 40 MPG ones and this leads — at least in theory — to a halving of the
price of petrol. However, because there is demand for petrol not only in the sector that has become more efficient
but also in other sectors, and because, moreover, the prices of different energy resources are at least partially linked,
the price of petrol is in reality unlikely to be halved, but it will fall to some degree.
There are two ways in which this general fall in price can result in increased demand. Firstly, the lower price of
one form of energy can trigger rebound effects by stimulating demand from other sectors. For example, a fall in the
price of petrol can result in increased demand for other petrol-using products, which are now cheaper to operate; for
instance, stock-keeping may be increasingly replaced by transport-intensive just-in-time logistics. And secondly, the
energy price effect can amplify the direct rebound effect on the consumer side: consumers may realize a net income
effect both through lower costs when running a more efficient device, as well as through lower prices they pay for
the still remaining energy demand.
Both Turner et al. [38] and Sorrell [24] use the term ‘composition effect’ to describe this substitution effect —
that is, the way in which the energy price effect influences indirect rebound effects. Reduced energy prices can
indeed alter the composition of the portfolio of goods and services in a country’s economy. Just as the energy price
effect tends in the same direction as the income effect, the composition effect amplifies the impact of the substitution
effect described above. But in contrast to the substitution effect, which can also occur in the absence of any income
effect, the composition effect is ultimately only a variant of the energy price effect: there can be no composition
effect without an energy price effect. Either the composition of the economy changes simply as a result of the sum of
all micro-economic substitution effects, or the interaction of micro-economic income and substitution effects gives
rise to an energy price effect, one of the impacts of which may be to alter the composition of the economy’s portfolio
of goods.

‘Guesstimates’ of Producer-side Rebound Effects
The state of empirical research on meso-economic rebound effects is quite meager. Two econometric analyses by
Bentzen [39] and Saunders [40] are the only studies that explicitly calculate production-side rebound effects in the
USA. Using time series data covering the period 1949 to 1999, Bentzen estimates a 24% rebound effect for the US
manufacturing sector on the whole [39]. Saunders disaggregates US manufacturing into 30 sectors. Using records
from 1960 to 2005 for 30 sectors of the US economy, he simulates the rebound effects that would have occurred if
there had been no improvements in efficiency after 1980. Rebound effects calculated for the different sectors
average 120% between 1981 and 1990 and 60% between 1991 and 2000. However, a few sectors, e.g. electricity
production, significantly peak out; leaving these aside, rebounds range between 30-60% for most sectors analyzed
[40].
Further disaggregation of economy-wide and sector-level data into research for certain branches or even
individual firms are deeply needed to understand better, and more accurately calculate the scope of, producer-side
rebounds. Commercial transportation is the only (sub-)sector where producer-side rebounds have been researched
more profoundly, yet still with significantly diverging results. Empirical findings of five studies place the scope of
rebound effects in freight transportation between 17% and 80% (see [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]). Note that these
studies quantify the scope of producer-side rebounds in transportation significantly higher than the average level of
consumer-side rebounds from private transportation, which are estimated around 10% for the USA [46], [47].

MACRO-ECONOMIC REBOUND EFFECTS
While consumer-side rebound effects were the subject of a fundamental debate in the 1980s (e.g. Kazzhoum vs.
Lovins [18], [12], Brookes vs. Grubb [9], [48], etc.), today the general occurrence of these effects is largely
undisputed. However, their quantitative magnitude is still controversial. In contrast, macro-economic rebound
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TABLE 2.Overview of econometric calculations of macro-economic rebound effects
Reference

Country / Region

Range of results

Allan et al. (2006) [60]

Great Britain (GB)

37%

Barker et al. (2007) [61]

GB

26%

Barker et al. (2009) [59]

World (without internat.
bunkers)

51%

Dufournaud et al. (1994) [62]

Sudan

47 – 77%

Glomsrod/Taoyuan (2005) [63]

China

> 100%

Norway

> 100%

Guerra/Sancho (2010) [52]

Spain

40% – 100%

Semboja (1994) [65]

Kenya

> 100%

GB and Scottland

90% – >100%

Vikström (2008) [66]

Sweden

50 – 60%

Washida (2004) [67]

Japan

53%

Grepperud/Rasmussen (2004) [64]

Turner et al. (2009) [38]

effects—understood as that part of overall economic growth which has been stimulated by improvements in the
energy productivity of the economy—is still called into question, probably because its functioning is still
insufficiently understood.
It was Jevons in 1865 [49] who first discovered the link between energy efficiency improvements and overall
economic growth (see also [50]). Since the late 1970s, this relation has been reformulated by Brookes ([8], [9], etc.)
and was mainly theorized by Saunders (e.g. [10], [11]). In recent years, the debate on macro-economic rebound
effects has been mainly structured by Sorrell and others (e.g. [24];[51]; [21]).

The Productive Power of Energy
In economic terms, technological efficiency improvements can be understood as the substitution of energy
through capital (and knowledge). For example, the production of low energy homes usually is more costly than of
conventional homes, but the former require less energy for heating the same amount of square feet than the latter;
hence fuel demand can be substituted through capital investments. On the macro-economic level, the question arises:
To what extent do the production factors of capital and energy relate like ‘substitutes’, so that capital actually
replaces energy? Or do energy and capital rather relate as ‘complements’, so that increased investments in, or
spending of capital bring about an increased demand for energy?
Saunders [11] as well as Birol and Keppler [19] postulate the theorem: the greater the elasticity of substitution
between the production factors energy and capital—or more accurately: the energy price elasticity of substitution of
energy for capital—the greater the rebound effects (see this also econometrically in [52]). From this theorem, one
could derive a somewhat counter-intuitive conclusion: The more energy can be replaced by capital—and that is what
is actually going to happen when investments in energy efficiency replace demand for energy carriers across all
sectors of the economy—the larger will macro-economic rebound effects potentially be. However, Howard [53]
argues that the elasticity of substitution between energy and capital usually be limited (0<e<1) rather than high
(e>1). According to him, therefore, backfire is rather unlikely. Yet regrettably, the empirical literature is far from
uniform on this question and cannot even agree on a range of the elasticity in question. After several decades of
research, no reliable figures exist that could clarify this issue empirically (see [51], p. 51).
Furthermore, it seems reductionist to isolate the discussion of substitution elasticities from the discussion of
output elasticities. For the energy elasticity of substitution partly depends on how strongly an improvement in the
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productivity of the production of certain goods or services impacts the overall demand for those goods and services
—and hence, the overall level of production in the economy. And in turn, the sum of overall economic growth in
production will influence the overall demand for energy services. This allows for another theorem to be deduced:
The greater the output elasticities of the production factor of energy, the greater are the potential rebound effects.
However again, different estimates of the actual scope of the production factor of energy can be found in the
literature. In the tradition of the early macro-economic growth theorists Solow and Swan, most neoclassical
economists assume that the output elasticities of all factors of production correspond to their factor cost shares of
gross domestic product [54]. Since these factor cost shares in developed countries usually amount to ranges around
50%-65% for labor, 5%-10% for energy, and 30%-40% for capital, energy as a production factor is usually awarded
a low output elasticity (see also [55]). Under neoclassical assumptions, energy efficiency improvements will
generate rather small macro-economic rebound effects.
On the other hand, ecological economists often assume that energy as a production factor has a much higher
output elasticity, which cannot be attributed to its low cost share of GDP. According to the laws of thermodynamics,
ecological economists attribute energy a key role in the growth process of industrial economies (e.g. [56]; [55]).
Based on a production function that conforms to this premise, Lindenberger and Kümmel [57] calculate output
elasticities in the USA (Germany) for capital to about 51% (38%), for labor to 14% (15%), and for energy to about
35% (38%), respectively. Given ecological economics’ assumptions and data, improvements in energy efficiency
will significantly stimulate economic growth and cause high rebound effects.

Economic Growth along the Energy-Capital Nexus
It is beyond the scope of this paper to reconcile this almost ‘ideological struggle’ between neoclassical and
ecological economics. Yet note that the impacts of energy efficiency improvements on overall economic growth are
not only determined by the output elasticity of energy, but also by the output elasticity of capital. Namely, how much
do increased capital investments into more efficient technology improve the productivity of capital as a production
factor, and thus spur growth through both enhanced capital and energy productivity? For the question of macroeconomic rebound effects, it is therefore somewhat less important whether the perspective of neoclassical or of
ecological economics is actually right. The output elasticity of energy efficiency improvements must be understood
as a conglomerate of the production elasticities of both energy and capital. And as the above figures show, there are
far fewer divergences on estimating the output elasticity of capital through either an ecological economics or a
neoclassical lens; the productive power of capital is generally considered to be significant.
As the discussion shows, economic theory is far from providing a robust framework for estimating the magnitude
of macro-economic rebound effects. Several profound research questions need to be tackled, inter alia: how does
the output elasticity of capital and energy evolve when investment in energy efficiency increases? What
characterizes the interrelationship between the evolving output elasticities of capital and energy? And how do they
eventually affect the elasticity of substitution between energy and capital? The answers to these questions largely
determine whether moderate or high macro-economic rebound effects are to be expected.

Range of Macro-Economic Rebound Effects
Given these profound insecurities, results from econometric modeling that tries to quantify macro-economic
rebound effects must be treated with great caution. Currently, 11 model calculations for macro-economic rebound
effect are available (see Table 2). The results of these studies vary between 26% and >100% macro-economic
rebound effects, with four studies calculating backfire. Yet these results are barely comparable, because underlying
model assumptions as well as national data significantly vary (for details on the assumptions and results of several
of the studies, see [58]). The study by Barker et al. [59] calculates rebound effects at world level at 51%; the same
model computes rebounds for the UK at only 26%, the lowest result of all studies. Still, note that only macroeconomic rebounds have been calculated. So even to the low measure of 26%, micro-economic rebounds in the
range of 10-30% (see above) must still be added to arrive at the economy-wide sum of all potential rebounds.
In addition, two arguments suggest that econometric calculations rather under- than overestimate the actual
dimension of macroeconomic rebound effects. First, all models follow neoclassical assumptions that elasticities
correspond to factor cost shares. With ecological economics’ assumptions, macro-economic rebound effects were
probably considerably larger. Second, all econometric studies have only modeled the effect of pure ‘energy
efficiency improvements’. However, and as elaborated above, energy efficiency improvements will also lead to
productivity increases in capital and labor, which is likely to potentiate the rebound effects. Such “cross factor
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FIGURE 1. Overview of potential rebound effects at micro-, meso- and macro-level. Source: Author’s own
design, adapted from [24], p. 4
rebound effects” [30] so far have neither been sufficiently discussed in economic theory nor have they been included
in the quantitative analysis quoted above.

CONCLUSIONS
This article investigated rebound effects as the causal relationship between technological energy efficiency
improvements, human behavior, industrial production, and economic growth as key challenges to the endeavor of
reducing energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions to sustainable levels. It set out by reviewing and
summarizing the main findings of micro-economic rebound research and outlined remaining deficiencies. The article
argued for expanded research on consumer-side rebounds beyond economics into behavioral and social sciences, so
as to take note of motivational changes triggered by technological efficiency improvements. Secondly, the article
proposed in-depth research at the meso-economic level to cover producer-side and energy price-related rebound
effects. Notwithstanding the limited state of research on these effects, the theoretical discussion in this article
suggests that the scope of production-side rebound effects is likely to be greater than that of direct consumer-side
direct rebound effects. Thirdly, the article has disclosed major research gaps in the economic debate on macroeconomic rebound effects. At the same time arguments have been brought forward why existing econometric
modeling so far might rather under- than overestimate the magnitude of macro-economic rebound effects.
Given weak empirical evidence and heterogeneous assumptions namely for meso- and macro-economic
rebounds, it is not possible to pronounce on a number for the total sum of all rebounds at the economy-wide level.
This sum may be located between 40% and 60% with some probability (see also [68]), but can well deviate even
from that range. For the hurried reader and policy-maker, it is therefore no more than a rough “rule of thumb” that
the magnitude of all economy-wide rebound effects, in the long term and on gross average, may cut the technical
savings potential of an across-the-board energy efficiency improvement of the economy in a half (see also [68], p.
353).
In any case, even the range of rebounds given suggests that a sufficient absolute reduction of energy service
demand in modern societies can hardly be achieved with an efficiency strategy alone—or if so, only at significantly
higher costs than envisioned by those scenarios that assume realization of full technical savings potentials (see
quotes above). Sustainability politics that aims at significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and intends to
transition to renewable energy sources, is therefore well-advised to take note of rebound phenomena, and to develop
policies and measures to confine these effects. Among others, measures could include capping absolute energy and
resource consumption (e.g. through national energy caps, up-stream emissions trading schemes, or the like) as well
as consumer-oriented policies that combine energy efficiency with actual energy conservation (i.e., ‘sufficiency’).
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